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Earthwatch has pioneered the model of citizen science since the 1970s and continues 
to play a role in developing new ways to engage people through citizen science. It 
follows an overall mission that by bringing members of the public together with 
experienced scientists in the field – people will gain transformational experiences –
and this will lead to a better planet.
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Earthwatch envisages a planet in which:
• Natural resources, including freshwater, soils, forests and seas, are used 

sustainably.
• We live in harmony with nature and protect wildlife.
• Our future economic development is resilient and climate sensitive
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We have five offices world-wide – employing around 120 people full time, with 
hundreds of affiliate scientists. There is a different emphasis of activity between each 
of the offices. The US takes a greater focus on overseeing ‘expedition model’ citizen 
science, whereas the UK office focusses on citizen science with corporates and mass 
participation public citizen science.
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The remaining offices run smaller projects – at a local level and have local partners 
working with them. 

There is cross-pollination of ideas, resources and staff between all offices worldwide 
though.
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We run over 50 long-term projects worldwide – focussing on 4 major thematic areas 
of research: Wildlife and Ecosystems; Climate Change; Archaeology and Culture; 
Ocean Health
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Expeditions involve a large time (and financial!) commitment from the participants. 
They get to experience life as a field scientist – and gain specialist techniques along 
the way. Participants often eat, sleep and relax in the field. These experiences are 
totally immersive – and are an example of ‘deep engagement’ in citizen science, with 
participants often contributing to high-quality specialist data. The limitation of this 
approach is the cost involved – and the relatively small number of participants who 
can be engaged with these programmes.
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EW Europe run a portfolio of ‘mass participation’ model citizen science projects: 
Earthworm Watch; Freshwater Watch; Capturing our Coast. We are seeking to build 
on this with more projects. Each project is aimed at different audiences: Families, 
school groups; nature lovers; gardeners; corporate groups
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